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 Tenant Design & Construction, incl. LEED Compliance -- Introduction 

Tenant Design and Construction Requirements 

Design Requirements for Selected Proposer 

The Bruce C. Bolling Municipal Building is carefully designed in close coordination with the 

Dudley Vision Task Force and the Boston Landmarks Commission. Tenants are to adhere to 

design intents developed through that process. To the extent required and depending on 

specific designs, selected proposers should be prepared to submit design drawings for 

review and approval by the City, and other regulatory bodies. Specifically, take note of the 

following: 

 Exterior signs must comply with the building’s sign standards for size, location, lighting 

and color. The standards will be provided as part of the lease. 

 Store front construction (glass and doors) will be provided as part of the base building and 

cannot be altered without the written approval of the City.  No alterations are expected. 

 Interior systems such as HVAC, fire protection, and lighting must confirm to all 

applicable codes and be compatible with the base building systems. 

 Full design plans must be stamped by a Massachusetts registered architect and/or 

engineer and submitted to the City for review and approval prior to the start of 

construction. 

 Any future alterations must be submitted to the City for review and approval prior to 

the start of any construction. 

 City staff will be available to meet with selected proposers to assist in the development 

of design concepts and review guidelines to ensure compliance and expedite review 

and approval. 

Construction Requirements 

Construction of tenant spaces, move-in of equipment and inventory, and training of staff 

must be carefully coordinated with the City’s project management team and the 

Construction Manager to ensure minimal disruption to the base building work and 

commissioning, and to protect the condition of installed work.  Specifically: 

 A construction management and startup plan must be submitted by the tenant for 

review and approval of the City, including at least the name of contractors, contact 

information, work hours, delivery logistics, and any proposed shut-down of systems. 

 All contractors working in the building shall pay applicable prevailing wage and work in 

harmony with all labor on the site. 

 All sites must be kept in clean, safe condition on a daily basis. Removal of all rubbish 

and debris during construction is the responsibility of the tenant. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The City of Boston is building the approximately 215,000 square foot Bruce C. Bolling Municipal 
Building to become the new headquarters for the Boston Public Schools Administration. It will 
contain approximately 500 workers, and with generous common area and community space, it is 
designed to improve public access to city government, as well as provide an economic boost to 
an historic commercial district. 

In addition to the administrative offices, this project is being built to contain about 18,000 square 
feet of street-level retail that aims to activate the street, provide an amenity to the Boston Public 
Schools workers, increase the amount of high-quality retail offerings in the neighborhood, and 
draw visitors to shop.  The Roxbury Innovation Center will similarly activate the community with 
new ideas, enterprises and potentially new jobs. 

From the beginning of conceptual design, the City of Boston and its acclaimed design team of 
Sasaki and Mecanoo Architecten have committed to creating a facility that could become a 
model for future municipal buildings with respect to sustainability and economic efficiency of 
operations. Beyond the City of Boston’s commitment to building a facility certifiable to a LEED 
Silver standard, in accordance with the City of Boston’s Ordinance for public buildings, the 
objective is now to ensure that all tenant spaces are designed and built to an equally high 
sustainability level. 

This document is intended to provide guidance and education to tenants that will be building out 
space in the facility in accordance with LEED principles, so that the tenant space can meet or 
exceed the base building’s LEED objectives. The base building strategies of water and energy 
efficiency, use of sustainable materials, adherence to high indoor air quality standards, maximum 
use of natural light, and sustainable construction practices can be carried over to all interiors. 

In this document, there will be a section devoted to general guidelines and design approaches 
[BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN APPROACHES; GENERAL DESIGN STRATEGIES] 

Another section will provide specific actions required of Tenants in order for the entire project to 
maintain the LEED Certification required by the City of Boston [SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR 
TENANTS]. 

There is a small Appendix at the end of this document that describes an option for interested 
Tenants that may elect to achieve a LEED Certification for Commercial Interiors. 
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DEFINITION OF “GREEN” AND “GREEN BUILDINGS” 

Green building is the practice of optimizing the ways that buildings use energy, water and 
materials while minimizing negative effects on health and the environment during the building’s 
lifecycle, through purposeful siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance, and waste 
removal. 

Green buildings are designed to improve the effects of the built environment on good health and 
the natural environment by: 

• Efficiently using energy, water, light, and materials 
• Protecting occupant health and improving employee productivity 
• Reducing waste, pollution and environmental damage 

Sustainable or Green Design is the practice of approaching the process of design and 
manufacturing or construction with the intent to meet or exceed standards of economic, social 
and ecological sustainability. It ranges from designing small objects for everyday use, through to 
designing buildings, cities, and the earth’s physical surface. It is a growing trend within the fields 
of architecture, landscape architecture, urban design & planning, engineering, graphic design, 
industrial & interior design and also fashion design. 

Sustainable design is a comprehensive change in approach to a global environmental problem, 
i.e., rapid growth of economic activity and human population, depletion of natural resources, 
damage to ecosystems and loss of biodiversity, and a harmful tendency to accept long-term 
reduction in a healthy environment in exchange for a perceived short-term gain of either time, 
money, or both. Often enough in sustainable design, it is the case that the cost of improving the 
long-term health of the environment is in fact the least expensive short-term option as well. The 
best Green Design can incorporate short-term gain and long-term sustainability. 

USGBC and LEED 

The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) is a non-profit organization committed to expanding 
sustainable building practices. USGBC is comprised of over 15,000 organizations in the building 
industry that work to promote creation of structures that are environmentally responsible, 
profitable, and healthy places to live and work. USGBC Members include building owners and 
end-users, real estate developers, facility managers, architects, designers, engineers, 
construction managers, trade contractors, product and building system manufacturers, 
government agencies, and non-profit organizations committed to the cause. 

In 1998, the USGBC created the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, or LEED, rating 
system to provide building stakeholders with a benchmark for achieving a “green” building 
rating. LEED is a voluntary, consensus-based national rating system for developing high-
performance, sustainable buildings. Developed by USGBC, LEED addresses all building types and 
emphasizes state-of-the-art strategies for sustainable site development, water savings, energy 
efficiency, materials and resources selection, and  
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indoor environmental quality. LEED is a practical rating tool for green building design and 
construction that provides immediate and measurable results for all building stakeholders. 

Since its inception, the LEED system has continuously evolved by raising the bar for achieving 
LEED certification status. Additional information on the LEED Certification process and LEED 
programs is available at the USGBC website: http://www.usgbc.org . 

CITY OF BOSTON’S EXPECTED BENEFITS OF A GREEN BUILDING 

Studies have shown that in North America, buildings are responsible for about 60% of total 
electricity consumed, and over 30% of total energy used annually. Buildings are observed to 
account for large amounts fresh water consumption during construction and occupancy. 
Construction accounts for 12-53% of landfill material waste. A purposefully designed sustainable 
building works to reduce the stress on the environment while accruing financial benefits for the 
Owner and Tenants. Benefits to a Tenant could include increased employee health and retention 
due to more comfortable, healthy, controllable indoor environments created in sustainable 
buildings. It could also include lower occupancy costs if building operating expenses are reduced 
by more efficient energy and resource consumption. 

Sustainably designed facilities reduce consumption of energy, water, and materials, and can 
create healthier environments to construction workers and the surrounding community by 
reducing the presence of harmful chemicals in materials, noise, equipment exhaust, etc. 

The Bruce C. Bolling Municipal Building, including “The Ferdinand” retail space and the Roxbury 
Innovation Center, expects to take advantage of a number of approaches to sustainable building 
to provide economic benefits to taxpayers, and environmental benefits to construction workers, 
employees, and the surrounding community. 

A few examples of The Bruce C. Bolling Municipal Building’s economic, environmental and social 
benefits include: 

Design to maximize natural lighting: Siting the building properly and choosing an open, agile floor 
plan reduces the required electrical lighting, and improves the tenant comfort, promoting 
increased health and productivity. 

Designing Green roofs reduces stormwater management costs, reduces heat island effect in an 
urban neighborhood, next to a bus station, and provides a healthful view to building occupants. 

Designing an HVAC system that uses chilled-beam technology, with multiple controllable 
distribution branches saves energy costs, and allows for more individualized comfort control for 
workers. 

  

http://www.usgbc.org/
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TENANT STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINABLE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

The City of Boston intends for the Bruce C. Bolling Municipal Building to become a model for 
future green municipal structures. 

One goal for the tenant spaces is to carry over the base building strategies for sustainable design 
and construction. Simply by increasing the amount of destination and neighborhood focused 
enterprises next to the region’s busiest bus station, the tenant spaces will reduce car trips by 
providing needed and desired offerings to the neighbors and visitors. There will be no dedicated 
tenant parking for these spaces, further emphasizing the commitment to car-trip reduction and 
the appurtenant exhaust pollution. With respect to energy efficiency, wise use of water, best 
practices with respect to construction waste management and green materials, the following 
sections describe broad approaches and general design strategies in which we expect all Tenants 
to engage. 

After the broad approaches are discussed, the project team has specific areas of interest that all 
Tenants should adhere to. 

BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN APPROACHES 

GENERAL DESIGN STRATEGIES: 

• Design interior components like demountable partitions, modular systems etc. for future 
change to save time and money. 

• Plan interior layouts to enhance daylight and airflow while reducing noise for comfort that 
supports productivity (i.e. free perimeter spaces for open areas to allow daylight to 
penetrate deeper into the space). 

• Specify energy efficient lighting, such as fluorescent (T5 or T8 with electronic ballast) or LED 
task lighting that uses no more than 1 watt/sq.ft. and Energy Star appliances to save on 
electrical use and cost. 

• Review the possibility of purchasing “Green Power” if feasible, with the City of Boston. 
Electricity can be provided from renewable resources by engaging in a renewable energy 
contract with a certified Green-e accredited utility program or power marketer, or through 
use of Green-e Tradable Renewable Certificates. 

• Hire a professional designer and/or engineers, preferably with experience in sustainable 
office design and one that is accredited through US Green Building Council’s LEED program 

• Consider participation in the LEED Commercial Interiors program early in the Design or Pre-
Design phase to capitalize on resources and strategies for integrated design approaches. 

CONFORMING TO BASE BUILDING “GREEN” FEATURES 

• Tenants should consider continuing the base building approach of using low-flow faucets 
with cut-off sensors. 

• The Base Building will have a program for managing waste and recyclables. Although this is 
more specifically described later, and there will be a common area facility in the building, 
Tenants should consider including some space in their areas for initial segregation of 
materials, if there are administrative functions that generate office waste, etc. 

 
• The Bruce C. Bolling Municipal Building is expected to be equipped with a Building 
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Management System (BMS), designed to support systems that monitor air quality.  
Tenants should consider adding sensors for monitoring air quality, if Tenants expect to 
pursue LEED for Commercial Interiors Certification. 

MATERIALS 

• Use local materials, including materials manufactured locally and preferably those made 
with primary materials that are sourced locally. 

• Use durable materials to save money and time for frequent replacement or cleaning (i.e. 
hard flooring made from ceramic, concrete, commercial rubber or linoleum have longer 
service life than vinyl or carpet as well as fewer indoor air quality concerns). 

• Specify materials such as carpet with recycled content, preferably post-consumer and/or 
post-industrial. 

• Specify paints, wall coverings, carpets and adhesives with low emitting volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) and those that don’t support microbial growth for better indoor air 
quality. 

• Specify resilient or hard-surface floor coverings, such as linoleum, rubber or tile, that don’t 
trap contaminants or dust. Select materials that are safe to handle (i.e. no hazardous 
metals, fibers or caustic chemicals) and use methods that minimize release of volatiles and 
trapped dust.  

• Select materials that can be salvaged and reused, or at least recycled, and the end of their 
service life. 

LIGHTING AND ELECTRIC POWER 

• Use light colors to enhance effects of daylight. 
• Shade windows where possible (there may be conflicts with Boston Landmarks 

Commission Requirements and LEED Daylighting Requirements) to minimize effects of 
outdoor temperature during cooling periods. 

• Incorporate lighting controls to enhance comfort and productivity within spaces. 
• Use the energy-saving versions of office equipment and appliances. The US Department 

of Energy has developed the “ENERGYSTAR” program which labels computer monitors, 
office equipment and appliances. More information is available at 
http://www.energystar.gov.html. 

• Select energy efficient light fixtures for reduced energy consumption. 
• Design with low-energy density and reduced glare in mind. 
• Utilize occupancy sensors to switch off lights in areas with intermittent use. 
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BEST PRACTICES DURING TENANT BUILD OUT OR RENOVATIONS 

• Instruct the building contractors to develop a construction management plan to minimize 
dispersal of dust or pollutants 

• Request that all trade contractors separate debris to facilitate recycling. 

Consider using carpeting (if chosen) that is Carpet and Rug Institute Green Label Certified, 
containing recycled content, manufactured by a clean process and has few volatile organic 
compounds. The adhesives and sealants used to install the carpet and flooring, along with any 
other adhesive used in the tenant interior should also contain low amounts of volatile organic 
compounds as well as paint. 

Other wall coverings could contribute to the sustainable interior design by containing recycled 
materials and having low amounts of volatile organic compounds in the products and adhesive. 
Volatile organic compounds (VOC) release toxic gases as they cure and set that can be harmful 
when inhaled by humans. To continue to keep its stores environmentally friendly, Tenants are 
requested to use low-VOC materials when painting, or repairing surfaces. Products with recycled 
content or rapidly renewable materials have to be considered when replacing or repairing wall 
surfaces. 

One of the most highly effective and publicly-touted ways of battling carbon emissions is to avoid 
use of incandescent bulbs in the most heavily used light fixtures in tenant space with compact 
fluorescent lamps (CFLs). CFLs are designed using small tubes filled with fluorescent gas that emit 
light after being ignited by electronic ballast. 

Efficient lighting solutions are beneficial for a myriad of reasons. First, reduced emissions result 
from the need for less electricity to power the lights and thus less demand is placed upon the 
local utility grid, helping it maintain a greater level of reliability.  When purchasing lighting 
fixtures, look for brands with the Energy Star symbol; these will deliver the most consistent and 
energy-saving light. Also, when engaging in the build-out of tenant space, ask your contractor or 
licensed professional to consider using CFLs or LED technologies in the design of your new space. 

Tenants should install manageable thermostats for heating and cooling, and actively manage 
them for minimizing required cooling and heating throughout the day. 

To the extent that Tenants would select wood as a finish material for tenant space build-out and 
fixture installation, Tenants should consider selecting materials that are certified by the 
Sustainable Forestry Initiative or the Forestry Stewardship Council, to ensure that the wood is 
sourced from trees farmed specifically for lumber and harvested as part of a sustainable 
program. 
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SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR TENANTS  

This section follows from the BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN APPROACHES. For the 
Bruce C. Bolling Municipal Building to maintain its required level of LEED Silver Certification, it is 
imperative that the Tenant Spaces adhere to LEED Requirements for which the New Construction 
has already been designed and built. 

SSc4.2:  Alternative Transportation-Bicycle Storage and Changing Rooms 

Intent: 

Tenants should participate in the effort to reduce pollution and land development effects from 
automobile use. 

Tenant Guideline: 

All Tenants are expected to promote the feasible use of bicycles by employees for commuting. 
Each tenant should provide to new employees an information sheet that highlights the bicycle 
storage facility and changing rooms located in the Bruce C. Bolling Municipal Center. 

WEp1:  Water Use Reduction-20% Reduction 

Intent: 

Tenants should attempt to increase water efficiency within buildings to reduce the burden on the 
municipal water supply and wastewater systems. 

Tenant Guideline: 

To increase water efficiency within the facility, reducing the burden on the City of Boston water 
supply and Boston Water and Sewer Commission’s wastewater systems, all Tenants must comply 
with both the Pre-requisite and the Credit Requirements WEp1: Water Use Reduction-20% and 
WEp3: Water Use Reduction. 

Specifically, employ strategies that in aggregate use 20% less water than the water use baseline 
calculated for the building (not including irrigation). For reference, the building baseline Flush & 
Flow Fixtures Summary Statistics are as follows: 
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 Total calculated fixture water use annual volume, baseline case (kGal):  986.25; 

 Total calculated fixture water use annual volume, performance case (kGal):  673.67; 

 Percent reduction of water use in all fixtures (%): 32 % 

Calculate the baseline according to the commercial and/or residential baselines outlined below 
(see Note 1, below). Calculations are based on estimated occupant usage and must include only 
the following fixtures and fixture fittings (as applicable to the project scope): water closets, 
urinals, lavatory faucets, showers, kitchen sink faucets and pre-rinse spray valves. 

(Note 1)--Tables adapted from information developed and 
summarized by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) Office of Water based on requirements of the Energy 
Policy Act (EPAct) of 1992 and subsequent rulings by the 
Department of Energy, requirements of the EPAct of 2005, 
and the plumbing code requirements as stated in the 2006 
editions of the Uniform Plumbing Code or International 
Plumbing Code pertaining to fixture performance. 
Commercial Fixtures, Fittings and Appliances 

Current Baseline 

Commercial Toilets 1.6 gallons per flush (gpf)* 

Except blow-out fixtures: 3.5 (gpf) 

Commercial Urinals 1.0 (gpf) 

Commercial lavatory (restroom) faucets 2.2 gallons per minute (gpm) at 60 pounds per square inch (psi), 
private applications only 

(hotel or motel guest rooms, hospital patient rooms) 

0.5 (gpm) at 60 (psi)** all others except private applications 

0.25 gallons per cycle for metering faucets 

Commercial pre-rinse spray valves (for food service 
applications) 

Flow rate ≤ 1.6 (gpm) 

(no pressure specified; no performance requirement) 

 

* EPact 1992 standard for toilets applies to both commercial and residential models. 
**   in addition to EPact requirements, the American society of Mechanical Engineers standard for public lavatory faucets is 0.5 
gpm at 60 psi (asME a112.18.1- 

2005). This maximum has been incorporated into the national uniform Plumbing Code and the international Plumbing Code. 
*** EPact 1992 standard for toilets applies to both commercial and residential models. 
**** residential shower compartment (stall) in dwelling units: The total allowable flow rate from all flowing showerheads at 

any given time, including rain systems, waterfalls, bodysprays, bodyspas and jets, must be limited to the allowable 
showerhead flow rate as specified above (2.5 gpm) per shower compartment, where the floor area of the shower 
compartment is less than 2,500 square inches. For each increment of 2,500 square inches of floor area thereafter or part 
thereof, an additional showerhead with total allowable flow rate from all flowing devices equal to or less than the 
allowable flow rate as specified above must be allowed. 

Exception: showers that emit recirculated nonpotable water originating from within the shower compartment while operating 
are allowed to exceed the maximum as long as the total potable water flow does not exceed the flow rate as specified above. 
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The following fixtures, fittings and appliances are outside the scope of the water use reduction 
calculation: 

 Commercial Steam Cookers 

 Commercial Dishwashers 

 Automatic Commercial Ice Makers 

 Commercial (family sized) Clothes Washers 

 Residential Clothes Washers 

 Standard and Compact Residential Dishwashers 

Potential Technologies and Strategies 

WaterSense-certified fixtures and fixture fittings should be used where available. Use high-
efficiency fixtures (e.g., water closets and urinals) and dry fixtures, such as toilets attached to 
composting systems, to reduce potable water demand. Consider using alternative on-site sources 
of water (e.g., rainwater, stormwater, and air conditioner condensate) and gray water (where 
legal) for non-potable applications such as custodial uses and toilet and urinal flushing. The 
quality of any alternative source of water used must be taken into consideration based on its 
application or use. 

EAp2:  Minimum Energy Performance 

Intent: 

Tenants should take steps to improve energy efficiency to reduce environmental and economic 
costs associated with excessive energy use. 

Tenant Guideline: 

The Base Building design is currently exceeding efficiency levels of ASHRAE 90.1-2007. Tenants 
must meet or exceed this performance standard. Tenants may obtain a copy of ASHRAE 90.1-
2007 from the Building Manager. 
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EAp3:  Fundamental Refrigerant Management 

Intent: 

Tenants should manage refrigerant use that reduces stratospheric ozone depletion. 

Tenant Guideline: 

To reduce the Earth’s stratospheric ozone depletion, Tenants must not use CFC-containing 
refrigerants in any equipment, and should take steps to inquire of its suppliers of their potential 
use of CFC-containing refrigerants. 

Other Requirements 

Zero use of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)-based refrigerants in new base building heating, ventilating, 
air conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC&R) systems. When reusing existing base building HVAC 
equipment, complete a comprehensive CFC phase-out conversion prior to project completion. 
Phase-out plans extending beyond the project completion date will be considered on their 
merits. 

Potential Technologies and Strategies 

When reusing existing HVAC systems, conduct an inventory to identify equipment that uses CFC-
based refrigerants and provide a replacement schedule for these refrigerants. For new buildings, 
specify new HVAC equipment in the base building that uses no CFC-based refrigerants. 

EAc4:  Enhanced Refrigerant Management 

Intent: 

To reduce ozone depletion and support early compliance with the Montreal Protocol while 
minimizing direct contributions to climate change. 

Tenant Requirement: 

Option #1 

Do not use refrigerants. 
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OR, Option #2 

Select refrigerants and heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC&R) 
equipment that minimize or eliminate the emission of compounds that contribute to ozone 
depletion and climate change. The base building HVAC&R equipment must comply with the 
following formula, which sets a maximum threshold for the combined contributions to ozone 
depletion and global warming potential: 
 

LCGwP +  LCoDP    x 105        ≤ 100 

Calculation definitions for LCGWP + LCODP  x 105  ≤ 100 

 

LCoDP = [oDPr x (Lr x Life +Mr) x Rc]/Life 

 

LCGwP = [GwPr x (Lr x Life +Mr) x Rc]/Life 

LCoDP: Lifecycle ozone Depletion Potential (lb CFC11/Ton-

Year) LCGwP: Lifecycle Direct Global warming Potential (lb 

Co2/Ton-Year) GwPr: Global warming Potential of Refrigerant 

(0 to 12,000  lb Co2/lbr) oDPr: ozone Depletion Potential of 

Refrigerant (0 to 0.2 lb CFC 11/lbr) 

Lr: Refrigerant Leakage Rate (0.5% to 2.0%; default of 2% unless otherwise 

demonstrated) Mr: End-of-life Refrigerant Loss (2% to 10%; default of 10% 

unless otherwise demonstrated) 

Rc: Refrigerant Charge (0.5 to 5.0 lbs of refrigerant per ton of gross ARI rated 

cooling capacity) 

Life: Equipment Life (10 years; default based on equipment type, unless otherwise demonstrated) 
 

For multiple types of equipment, a weighted average of all base building HVAC&R equipment 
must be calculated using the following formula: 

∑ ( LCGwP    +  LCoDP    x  105  ) x Qunit 

Qtotal < 100 

Small HVAC units (defined as containing less than 0.5 pounds of refrigerant) and other 
equipment, such as standard refrigerators, small water coolers and any other cooling equipment 
that contains less than 0.5 pounds of refrigerant, are not considered part of the base building 
system and are not subject to the requirements of this credit. 

Do not operate or install fire suppression systems that contain ozone-depleting substances such 
as CFCs, hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) or halons. 

Calculation definitions for [ ∑ (LCGWP + LCODP  x 105) x Qunit ] / Qtotal ≤ 100 
Qunit = Gross ARI rated cooling capacity of an individual HVAC or refrigeration unit 
(Tons) Qtotal = Total gross ARI rated cooling capacity of all HVAC or refrigeration 
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MRp1:  Storage and Collection of Recyclables 

Intent: 

Tenants should facilitate the reduction of waste generated that is hauled to and disposed of in 
landfills. 

Tenant Guideline: 

The Bruce C. Bolling Municipal Building contains a 1,200 square foot waste and recyclables room 
on the first floor, next to the tenant spaces. General guidance is to encourage frequent pick-up 
and active use of the 1,200 square foot waste/recyclable room, next to the main electrical room 
in a first-floor corridor near the tenant spaces. 
All Tenants must make use of the dedicated area for the collection and storage of materials for 
recycling for its own operation.  Materials must include at a minimum: paper, corrugated 
cardboard, glass, plastics and metals. The designated area is located on plan [A1-01, shown on 
following page]. Prior to taking possession of the space, each Tenant must meet with the building 
management team to propose its own written plan of recycling, that will include identification of 
waste handling firms engaged, and a demonstration of the recycling operations that will be 
carried out by Tenant staff. Management reserves the right to review plan for acceptability 
(using reasonable judgment). 
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Cont’d. -- LEED MRp1: Storage and Collection of Recyclables 
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IEQp1:  Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance 

Intent: 

Tenants should provide minimum indoor air quality (IAQ) that will contribute to the comfort and 
well-being of employees and customers. 

Tenant Guideline: 

The base building HVAC system is designed to accommodate air to meet ASHRAE 62.1-2007, and 
this assumes occupancy for the tenant spaces (aggregate of all tenant) of 145. Therefore, 
Tenants must not exceed assumed occupancy levels, unless supplemental ventilation equipment 
is provided to meet ASHRAE 62.1-2007. 

IEQc1:  Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring 

Intent: 

Tenants must help promote occupant comfort and well-being. 

Tenant Guideline: 

The base building has been designed with HVAC equipment to comply with IEQ Credit 1.  For all 
tenant spaces with occupant loads below 25 people per 1,000 square feet that rely solely on the 
base building equipment for outdoor air delivery will comply with requirements of IEQc1. CO2 
sensors will be required in demised areas that exceed an occupant density of 25 people per 1,000 
square feet with (1) a connection to the Building Management System, or (2) installation of a 
visual or audible alert to the demised space occupants. 

IEQc5:  Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control 

Intent: 

Tenants must minimize occupant exposure to potentially hazardous particulates and chemical 
pollutants. This includes construction workers involved in build-out of the tenant interiors. 
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Tenant Guideline: 

Tenants must provide sufficient exhaust for any areas where hazardous chemicals may be 
present. Minimum exhaust rate equal to 0.5 cubic feet per minute per square foot would be 
required. Tenants must minimize use of chemicals that pollute.  Any supplemental ventilation 
systems must provide filtration with a minimum efficiency reporting value (MERV) rating of 13 or 
higher.  Provide containment for appropriate disposal of hazardous liquid waste in places where 
water and chemical concentrate mixing occurs. Tenants must install permanent entry way 
systems in the primary direction of travel that are at least 10’ long to minimize pollutant 
infiltration into spaces, and must have a regularly scheduled entry way cleaning program. 

IEQc6.1: Controllability of Systems-Lighting 

Intent: 

Tenants should provide a high level of efficient lighting system control by tenant occupants, and 
promote productivity, comfort and well-being. 

Tenant Requirements: 

Tenants must install lighting controls where applicable to tenant use in compliance with IEQ 
Credit 6.1. Tenant Guideline: 
Tenants must provide lighting system controls for all shared multi-occupant spaces to enable 
adjustments that meet group needs and preferences. Also, the tenant spaces must be designed 
to consider including lighting controls and task lighting. Integrate lighting systems controllability 
into the overall lighting design, providing ambient and task lighting as is appropriate for tenant 
space. 
Tenants must provide individual lighting controls for 90% (minimum) of tenant employees in 
office and administrative spaces, enabling adjustments to suit individual task needs and 
preferences. 

IEQc7.1:  Thermal Comfort-Design 

Intent 

To provide a comfortable thermal environment that promotes occupant productivity and well-
being. 
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Tenant Requirements:  

Design heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems and the building envelope to 
meet the requirements of ASHRAE Standard 55-2004, Thermal Comfort Conditions for Human 
Occupancy (with errata but without addenda1). Demonstrate design compliance in accordance 
with the Section 6.1.1 documentation. 

Potential Technologies & Strategies 
Establish comfort criteria according to ASHRAE 55-2004 (with errata but without addenda) that 
support the desired quality and occupant satisfaction with building performance. Design the 
building envelope and systems with the capability to meet the comfort criteria under expected 
environmental and use conditions. Evaluate air temperature, radiant temperature, air speed and 
relative humidity in an integrated fashion, and coordinate these criteria with IEQ Prerequisite 1: 
Minimum IAQ Performance, IEQ Credit 1: Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring, and IEQ Credit 2: 
Increased Ventilation. 
Note 1: Project teams wishing to use ASHRAE approved addenda for the purposes of this 

credit may do so at their discretion. Addenda must be applied consistently across all 
LEED credits. 

IEQc7.2:  Thermal Comfort-Verification 

Intent: 

To provide for the assessment of building occupant thermal comfort over time. 

Tenant Requirement: 

Tenants must participate in coordination of a thermal comfort survey of building occupants. 
Tenants must agree to develop a plan of corrective action if survey results indicate that more 
than 20% of occupants are dissatisfied with thermal comfort in the building.  The plan should 
include measurement of relevant environmental variables in problem areas in accordance with 
the standard used for design in IEQ Credit 7.1: Thermal Comfort—Design.  ASHRAE 55-2004 
provides guidance for establishing thermal comfort criteria and documenting and validating 
building performance to the criteria. 

IEQc8.2:  Daylight and Views-Views 

Intent: 

The intent is to provide building occupants a connection to the outdoors through the 
introduction of daylight and views into the regularly occupied areas of the building. 
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Tenant Requirements: 

All tenant space exteriors are subject to the review of the Boston Landmarks Commission. In 
general, the Boston Landmarks Commission would not allow obfuscation of the curtain wall and 
storefront glass in the street-level tenant spaces, so the LEED intent would be protected. 
Achieve a direct line of sight to the outdoor environment via vision glazing between 30 inches 
and 90 inches above the finish floor for building occupants in 90% of all regularly occupied areas. 
Determine the area with a direct line of sight by totaling the regularly occupied square footage 
that meets the following criteria: 

 In plan view, the area is within sight lines drawn from perimeter vision glazing. 

 In section view, a direct sight line can be drawn from the area to perimeter vision glazing. 

The line of sight may be drawn through interior glazing. For private offices, the entire square 
footage of the office may be counted if 75% or more of the area has a direct line of sight to 
perimeter vision glazing. For multi-occupant spaces, the actual square footage with a direct line 
of sight to perimeter vision glazing is counted. 

Potential Technologies & Strategies 

Design the space to maximize daylighting and view opportunities. Strategies to consider include 
lower partitions, interior shading devices, interior glazing and automatic photocell-based 
controls. 

LEED FOR COMMERCIAL INTERIORS 

The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) has a program suited for Tenants in this building, LEED 
for Commercial Interiors. The LEED–CI rating system identifies performance standards that 
Tenants may follow to certify their project with the USGBC. The system’s credits provide 
guidelines with the intent of assisting the Tenant and their design team in creating 
environmentally sound, efficient, healthful and affordable interior spaces and supportive 
environments for a productive workplace. This program is entirely optional for Tenants in the 
Bruce C. Bolling Municipal Building. 
To participate in the USGBC’s LEED-CI program, a team should first register with the USGBC via 
their website (www.usgbc.org), after which they may begin the process of collecting information 
and performing calculations to document compliance with criteria and requirements. Consider 
attending a LEED-CI workshop and visit their website for more detailed information. The 
recommendations listed in this document provide additional information that can contribute to a 
Tenant’s LEED-CI project rating. 

http://www.usgbc.org/

